Premier CHOICE
AN ALL-INCLUSIVE MAKE-UP LINE
Innovative, high-quality products that are inspired by the latest trends from
catwalks around the world, the CATRICE makeup ranges always strive for
greater range of applications, richer pigmentation, and extended variety.
Their latest range of foundation extensions are available in the following
shades: Bronze Beige, Toffee Beige, Chestnut Beige, and decadent Espresso
Beige. The foundation feels soft and ultra-light to the skin and creates a
perfect complexion that lasts up to 24 hours. In addition to this, CATRICE
takes pride in increasing their efforts toward social responsibility and are
proud to say that these luxurious, rich foundations are 100% vegan! CATRICE
products are available at Dis-Chem, Takealot.com, and Zando.co.za.

A NEW ERA IN EYEWEAR
Renowned as the lightest eyewear in the world, Silhouette – the popular Austrian brand
of sunglasses and eyeglasses – has released a new collection that some are calling a new
era in eyewear design. Lightness and character take an innovative new form with the
TMA Icon Accent Rings collection, which features delicate SPX rings that adorn the edges
of the eyeglasses like rims, adding a touch of finesse for a sophisticated, individual look.
What really sets the collection apart is the innovative design: neither a classic rimless
style nor conventional full-rim eyewear, the collection is a hybrid of the two that fits
perfectly with the times. The eyewear is as individual as its wearer as it offers a choice
of six lens shapes, six Accent Ring colours, and six frame colours, resulting in more than
200 possible variations. This highlight collection, that is the talk of the town, also features
on-trend pairings like brass and petrol, or rose gold and amethyst. Silhouette eyewear
is available at Moscon Optics, and you can contact them on +27 11 483 8001. For more
information, visit www.silhouette.com.

ABOVE ALL ELSE

A NEW RANGE FOR AN OLD FAVOURITE

Since 1887, House of D’Orsay has been crafting award-winning Cognacs of
exceptional quality and character for the royal houses of Europe. Now, more than
100 years on, House of D’Orsay has created Honor VS Cognac, a bold new expression
of Cognac craftsmanship. It was inspired by the sword of Durendal which, according
to folklore, was given to King Charlemagne by the angel of God. The vision of Master
Blender Kim Birkedal Hartmann, to produce the finest VS and VSOP in the world,
has culminated in Honor VS Cognac, a blend of Grande Champagne, Fin Bois, and
Bon Bois eau-de-vie. The distinctive Honor Cognac blend is matured for several
years in French Oak casks, resulting in a bold, full-bodied VS blend that has won
every competition it has entered – including Best Cognac in the World at the 2018
Cognac Masters in London, and VS Cognac of the Year at the New York International
Spirits Competition in 2017 and 2018.

African Extracts, with the unique protective benefits of rooibos, offers South Africans
effective, affordable skin-care products that suit our climate and proudly celebrate who
we are. Over the past few months, African Extracts has been hard at work. They have
listened to the feedback they received from the customers and now offer three new
updates to their range of products. The new range includes a bigger version of their
Multi-Purpose Tissue Oil, the AdvantAGE Regenerating Eye Cream and the AdvantAGE
Misting Toner. Authentic, effective, affordable products that combine the science of
contemporary skin care with the proven efficacy of natural plant extracts. Available from
Clicks, Dis-Chem, selected pharmacies, Pick n Pay and Checkers Stores, as well as online
from Takealot.com.

WIN

Two lucky Concierge readers will each win a bottle of Honor Cognac, valued at R400 each.
To enter, SMS the word CONCIERGE, followed by HONOR, and your NAME to 35131.
SMSes are charged at R1.50. Free and bundled SMSes do not apply. Terms & Conditions
apply. Competition closes 28 February 2019.

A HISTORIC COLLABORATION
With the masterpiece Almond Blossom by Dutch artist Vincent van
Gogh as an inspiration, Samsonite beautifully captured the poetic
beauty of the blossoms in an exclusive luggage and backpack
collection. The collection reinterprets three of the Samsonite
lightweight ranges, adding the freshness of one of world-renowned
masterpieces of Vincent van Gogh. From suitcases to duffels, and even
to elegant backpacks, the Almond Blossom limited edition collection
offers a travel solution for every fashion-forward contemporary
woman. The Hardside Lite-Shock retails from R6,499, whilst the
Softside Uplite collection is available from R2,999. The elegant Styler
backpack completes the line-up with a premium, romantic blossom
embroidery and retails at R1,599. The collection is available online at
www.samsonite.co.za or at all Samsonite stores across the country.
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THE SPIRIT OF KUNJANI
Kunjani Wines in Stellenbosch is a product of a cross-continental love between
a German entrepreneur and a South African businesswoman who opened the
doors of their wine farm to the public in 2017. The estate boasts a contemporarydesigned wine tasting facility and restaurant as well as four guest cottages.
Kunjani’s menu offers African-inspired dishes using an abundance of fresh and
locally sourced produce. With the name meaning “Hi, how are you?”, Kunjani
is sure to welcome local and international guests with a warm reception. Visit
www.kunjaniwines.co.za for more information.

WIN

One lucky Concierge reader will win a lunch for two people to the value of R800.
To enter, SMS the word CONCIERGE, followed by KUNJANI, and your NAME
to 35131. SMSes are charged at R1.50. Free and bundled SMSes do not apply.
Terms & Conditions apply. Competition closes 28 February 2019.
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